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Syntelate and Avaya POM: A Powerful Combination

For years Syntelate has been the Avaya agent desktop of choice.
Take things to the next level with Syntelate for POM, the next
generation of our Syntelate product suite, designed specifically
for use with Avaya Proactive Outreach Manager (POM).

Empower Your Agents
Avaya POM helps you to engage with your customers
at the right time. With Syntelate for POM, maximize
the effectiveness of each contact by empowering
your agents with the information that they need
when they need it.

POM toolbar

A script shows the
agent what to say
or do now.

A Syntelate for POM desktop unifies all the information
that your agents need into a single place. Forget about
time-consuming application switching or the need to
memorize complex call flows. Syntelate for POM guides
your agents through each call with confidence, letting
them focus on what agents do best: engaging with your
customers.

Data entry elements let
agents view, enter, or update
data.

Any device: Syntelate for POM is a modern, responsive web application. Both the agent desktop and our
easy-to-use design tools can be accessed from the browser of any device: desktop, tablet, or smartphone.
Cloud or on-premises: Use Syntelate for POM in the cloud or host it on your own server.
Outbound and inbound: Syntelate for POM supports outbound, inbound, and blended environments. Provide a
single interface to your agents for any type of call.

Powerful and Customizable
Syntelate for POM is really powerful – and really easy to
use. Everything is customizable, allowing you to set up
an environment that exactly meets the needs of your
contact center.
Design data entry elements by dragging and dropping
controls. Create elements to show customer details,
objection handling tips, or the customer’s interaction
history, for example.

Syntelate and Avaya POM: A Powerful Combination
Our Script Designer is really easy to use too. Design
all the possible paths that a call can take so as to guide
agents through even the most complex of cases.
It’s easy to show the right information to your agents at
the right time. Prompt your agents with up- and crosssell opportunities, for example.

Make Life Easy for Your Agents
Syntelate for POM comes with a whole bunch of features to empower your agents and give them confidence.
For a start, Syntelate for POM can be used with Niso, our AI assistant. At the start of an inbound call, the agent can
type in the customer’s query. Niso’s natural language processing abilities are used to interpret the question and
present possible answers directly in the agent’s desktop, saving your agent from having to hunt down information
in a separate knowledge base.
Syntelate for POM also supports omni-channel communication. As well as calls, agents can handle email, web chat,
SMS, and social media interactions – all from their unified agent desktop.
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Benefits
Improves agent productivity and confidence and guides them through complex cases.
Eliminates time-consuming application switching.
Helps increase first call resolution and improves customer satisfaction.
Ensures quality and compliance measures are achieved.
Reduces average handling times.
Reduces training times.
Reduces costs.
Minimizes agent downtime.
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